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King Sean, House von Dehn <gnosticwisdom37@gmail.com>

The Kingdom of Heaven Found a Sean and Johnson et al - CV-22- 89835 - FINAL
NOTICE OF MOTION OF CONTEMPT OF COURT TO ALL PARTIES 
1 message

King Sean, House von Dehn <gnosticwisdom37@gmail.com> Fri, Nov 11, 2022 at 7:37 AM
To: Susy Martins <smartins@rosensack.com>, "Crisman-Cox, Christopher" <ccrismancox@millerthomson.com>, Neil Milton
<nmilton@miltonsip.com>, Jenny Bogod <jbogod@rosensack.com>, Susan Sack <ssack@rosensack.com>,
nmilton@ontario-probate.ca, Hala Tabl <htabl@miltonsip.com>, Mike von Dehn <mvondehn@trilliumwest.com>, Tanja
Johnson <tvondehn@icloud.com>, Tanja von Dehn Selma <tvondehn@yahoo.com>

Good morning, every One,

The Kingdom of Heaven Found a Sean (the Trust) Will not tolerate any more libelous, false accusations against its
Trustee and Executor, King Sean, House von Dehn, suggesting the Claim is "a colossal attack on the Casullo
Endorsement", a false allegation deeply offensive to the Character of the Trustee and nature of this Claim and known to
be absolutely false by all parties.  It is nothing less than an attempt to further defame Sean's Character and perpetrate
fraud by way of perjury on this Court of Record.

Every single one of You know damn well that Sean had no knowledge of the Casullo Endorsement whatsoever at the
time he drafted the Claim for the Trust.  It is in fact, only an additional cause of action against Hala Tabl because Sean
was ambushed by the Casullo Endorsement, learning of it for the first time in the Statement of Defense presented by
Hala Tabl!  The Claim against Hala Tabl is specifically for violating the Rules of the Court in the Estate Application
process for Tanja Johnson!!!  Not only did Hala Tabl obtain every meeting with a Court official without Sean's prior
knowledge or consent in violation of Rule 1.09, she didn't even bother to serve Sean with Notice of the Casullo
Endorsement - even after placing Hala Tabl on Notice for Breach of Trust (for violating her oath to the Court and the
public, NOT the Trust!) on May 29th, 2022!!!  It only proves that Sean was correct and had every reason to place Hala
on Notice for Breach of Trust because she had just received another Endorsement against Sean that he would otherwise
know nothing about to this day!!!

These are facts known by all parties, yet You all continue this fraudulent charade as if it's perfectly acceptable that Hala
Tabl hasn't filed any of her documents with the Court yet - nothing at all unusual about a Certificate Issuing without a
single document ever being processed by the Court?  No Court of Record, not open to the public?  These are facts
clearly Established on this Court of Record right now!  And Sean wasn't denied his right to due process and a public
hearing when a Registrar of the Bracebridge Courthouse specifically states that the Estate is not open to the public and
no documents have been filed?  Every single thing Hala Tabl did, was in direct violation of a Court Order Given her
in the 'Errors in Application Form', which require her to obtain Sean's consent to any application, and to dispense with
the requirement for a bond.  No Judge Hala Tabl appealed to saw that form, and most importantly, no application was
ever filed with the Court, which is a requirement of the Application. (See attached 'Errors in Application Form').  I
require a copy of the complete Application Record with all attachments, service on all parties with an interest in
the Estate, and all forms requested by the Court necessary for the return of the Application to be filed with the
Court.

The CV number CV-20-59 is not related to any Estate Application in the system, period.  You all KNOW the Estate
Application is a fraud, yet You continue to perpetrate the fraud and conspire together...

Please also take Notice that the Court has also ruled that Tanja Johnson and Michael von Dehn DO NOT together hold
the majority interest in the Estate (74.14).  This means that Tanja Johnson does NOT have any legitimate 'legal' right to
the Estate because she is REGISTERED as next of kin to the Johnson family, she Will not be on the Court REGISTRY as
a natural heir.  This is why it is important that Estate documents be filed with the Registrar!!!  Courts can't do their job if
Hala Tabl is not filing her documents.  74.19 states that consent from ALL persons with an interest in the Estate must
consent to dispense with the bond, and this is not something that Hala Tabl Will have shown Judge Casullo, so Casullo
has been deceived.  Regardless, the Casullo Endorsement was never filed with the Court with the Errors in Application
form and other attachments required by the Court to be filed with the Registrar - And most importantly, to serve a
copy of the application filed with the Court upon Sean!!!  THIS document specifically, clearly and explicitly defines the
Duty of Care Hala Tabl had to Sean von Dehn, and the Rules of the Court that were violated with intent to trespass upon
Sean's right to a fair and public hearing!!!  THAT is the Breach of [Public Trust] for which Hala Tabl is liable to Sean
(among others) with criminal intent.  It is unreasonable to presume a lawyer specializing in Estates does not know how
Sacred a private family Trust is, or that she is required to file her documents with the Registrar.  This was INTENT to
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deprive Sean of his right to participate in the proceedings.  The only application that has Issued, is a fraud because no
application was ever filed with the REGISTRAR.

All parties failed to respond to My Reply Factum, all have tacitly agreed to the terms and conditions of the Reply
Factum to fulfill the Claim in lieu of criminal charges.  You Will be Given until 5:00 PM today to produce service of the
Casullo Endorsement on Sean, including all attachments and Hala's Letter explaining the background of the application.
The same is True for the Application, Errors in Application Form, Endorsements and other attachments included in the
Application Record filed with the REGISTRAR!

Failure to produce proof of service of the Casullo Endorsement on Sean before 5:00 PM Will be result in Default
Judgment being awarded against all parties for attempting to perpetuate a lie to defame Sean's Character on this Court of
Record (with criminal intent to pervert the Rule of Law and unfairly influence Justice), and a copy of the Notice of
Contempt, the Final Notice of Contempt and the Default Judgment awarded against You at 5:00 PM this afternoon Will be
included as an Affidavit of Facts to support My Motion against You for contempt of Court and default Judgment under
Rule 37.13, which allows Me to request that the Rule 21 Motion be converted to a Motion for Judgment against You.

You Will not be able to say You were not Given fair warning.  If You served Sean with the Endorsement, proof of service
should be easy to produce and part of the application record that was filed with the court for the Estate application, right? 
So let's see it, it's a requirement for the Application.

It is also preposterous to suggest that You all do not know that the Certificate Issued is a fraud if no documents
have been filed with the Registrar, so I Will presume You are all complicit in the conspiracy to commit fraud on the
Court, presumably because I'm a Self Presented litigant and You believe You Will get away with it because You believe I
don't KNOW that You are required to file Your documents with the Registrar?  I really don't know at this point, Your
contempt is so preposterous it is Mind numbing...

If an Issued Certificate's CV number does not relate to any specific Estate Application on the Public Record with
the Registrar, it is a document of fraud.

Happy Remembrance Day,

I Will be as King of the Court to Endorse the Default Judgment awarded against You if proof of service of the Casullo
Endorsement is not provided before 5:00 today.  Is that clear enough for every One?

The Motion and its results Will be Published on www.vondehnvisuals.com.

Blessings,

King Sean, House von Dehn,
Hand of Stephen,
The Kingdom of Heaven Found a Sean
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